CMEF Spring 2020 Contractor List
1. BEIJING SYMA EXPO CO., LTD（北京华毅司马）
SYMA has several fully-equipped machinery workshops, which allows us to optimize
production time and maintain high manufacturing standards in every project.
SYMA SYSTEM makes use of recyclable materials, while also allowing long-term reusability of
structures. These are key aspects in making our products and services environmentally-friendly
and socially responsible.
SYMA Asia was established in Hong Kong in 1985. In the past 20 plus years, the company has
set up branch offices in Beijing, Shanghai, Fushan, Guangzhou and Macao. We work with the
best in the business to provide forefront design trend, the most environmental material and
outstanding manufacturing techniques into Chinese Market.
Up to now, mainland SYMA group has offered high quality product and great service to
thousands of customers from different countries and various fields, winning good reputation
within exhibition industry. Customers includes CNPC, Sinopec, Siemens, Phillip, Xinhua, Ford,
Huawei, Alibaba, Samsung, LG, Audi, Volkswagen, Shanghai GM, Skoda, and HKTDC.
Syma has been devoted himself to research and develop various new exhibition material to
heighten the plasticity of exhibition booth catering to different customers’ needs. New type of
exhibition material which is the combination of alumina and wood keeps the interior frame as
alumni to freely match to other exhibition material system. Wooden structure covers outside
to make an elegant appearance. Depending on innovative spirit, Syma breaks the traditional
production system, firstly use the unique material to bring the industry into a new field.
CONTACT:
MOBILE:
EMAIL:

MR. Yaming.Sun
0086 13901186715
yaming.sun@syma.com.cn

2. Demage International Messe Ltd. （德马吉展览）
Demage International Messe Ltd incorporates the idea of creative marketing for exhibitions,
events and showrooms by providing design, construction, project management and
multimedia services including innovative technologies.With its global reach, Demage serves its
clients on all five continents and in over 40 countries including Germany, France, Spain, USA,
UK, UAE, Russia, Brazil, South Africa, China, India, Singapore, Japan and Australia.
Demage has established research centers based on the integration of enterprises, universities
and research institutes to develop the latest technologies, in particular by engaging in the
Collaborative Research Program with the University of Minnesota and by cooperating with the

Central Academy of Fine Arts, the China Academy of Art and Donghua University. This ensures
that Demage is up-to-date with the latest exhibiting trends, techniques and practices.
Introduced by Demage, the “Exhibition Identity System” has been granted the Chinese national
patent.
Furthermore, Demage was accredited by China Association for Exhibition Centers as a grade
one exhibition enterprise with professional skills, rich experience and high-quality service,
providing professional services to top 500 customers.
Contact: Elaine
Mobile: 15270930282
Tel：021-51089939-323
Email: 323@demage.com
Website: www.demage.com
3. ILUO EXHIBITION SERVICES (SHANGHAI) LIMITED（伊洛展览）
Address: NO.97, NO.1.FJianHao Road, PuDong New Area,Shanghai
ZIP Code: 201315
CONTACT: Joyce Zhang +86-15921725552
Chen Da Sheng +86-13391177061
Tel: +86 021 330907071\33907061-11
Fax: 021-330907071\33907061-16
E-mail: shanghaiyiluo@126.com; 719314603@qq.com
Website: www.shyiluoexpo.com
Company introduction
ShangHai YLuo Exhibition Co., Ltd.Found in 2007Company registered capital of RMB 5,000,000
is a professional engaged in exhibition, exhibition hall, store, corporate image design, planning,
production as one of the high-quality Service Corporation. headquarters has 6000 square
meters production base in Shanghai, is now in Hongkong, Macao, Taiwan, Shanghai, Beijing,
Qingdao, Guangzhou, Tianjin, Nanjing, Chengdu and other places, have independent
production base. (I Division in the 2009 / 06 by industry authority construction qualification
level three certification)
Company in a professional, international development direction, has a good business
reputation and geographical advantages, with novel and unique design concept, to provide
effective extension services for all types of enterprises to expand the market success.
Experience, design and manufacture of high quality over the years, many important domestic
exhibition project completions, get the exhibition organizers and exhibitors, in the whole
process of all production, our booth to make full use of sound, light, electricity and new
technology to achieve the best effect, embodies the modern enterprise culture and brand

image. In the multimedia technology and new materials, research and development, new
technology, and actively update, can provide a full range of design, manufacturing, installation,
transportation for customer service, repair, demolition. The company all staff through training
and occupation quality supervision system during the exhibition period, each equipped with
engineering construction process, in order to achieve the best display effect is the premise to
ensure the safety of the booth.
4. JS Exhibition International Corporation Limited（佳世展览）
JS Exhibition belongs to J.J. Group, which is an international company providing brand strategic
marketing service.
JS Exhibition is certificated by German TÜV quality & technology certification, and first grade
enterprise certificate of Chinese Exhibition Association. The appointed contractor of 2010
World Expo. It is devoted to transmitting and expressing the brand information with vivid
strategies, methods and technology. Our all-round service includes Exhibition, Theme Pavilion,
Interior Retail, Event, and Conference and show management.
It was founded in 1993, and was composed of 15 branches, we are also the designer and
contractor of many pavilions for the 2010 World Expo such as Italy Pavilion. We have many
successful projects in Medical exhibition, such as Medica (Germany), Arab Health (Dubai),
FIME(USA), AACC, IFCC(Turkey), CMEF and so on. We service lots of famous customers in this
industry such as SIEMENS, Phillip, Bayer, Neusoft. LG and GE so on.
JS Exhibition International Corporation Limited
Shanghai JS Exhibition Co., Ltd
Address: 10F, Hechuang Building,No. 450,Caoyang Rd.Shanghai,200063, China
Tel：+86-(0)21-51879188x292
Fax：+86-(0)21-51879128
Atten: Amy Cui
Assistant Director
HP:（00）86-13482694165
E-mail: Amy@jsexhibition.com; cuiying0706@126.com
Website: www.jsexhibition.com
5. Shanghai Liso Exhibition Services Ltd. （灵硕展览）
Shanghai Liso Exhibition Services Ltd. is one of an experienced and professional exhibition
companies under its mother company--Liso Group, which is a leading international exhibition
service provider. In 2017, Shanghai Liso Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. and Shanghai Famous
Exhibition Services Co., Ltd., both under Liso Group, have been successfully selected as the
first batch of key contact enterprises by the Ministry of Commerce.
We have served such famous brands as A. O. Smith, BOSCH, TCL, Haier, also such worldwide

outstanding pharmaceutical industry companies as Chinese Medicine, Fosun Pharma,
METTLER TOLEDO.
Such filed-well-known exhibitions at home we have cooperated with as China National
Pharmaceutical Fair, World Pharmaceutical Machinery, Packaging Equipment and Materials
China Exhibition, China International Pension, Auxiliary and Rehabilitation Medical Exposition,
China International Exposition of Dental Equipment and Materials, China International Plastic
& Rubber Industry Exhibition, China Household Appliances Expo, China International Clothing
& Accessories Fair. Moreover, such influenced and profound exhibitions at abroad we closely
worked as ARAB HEALTH, Medlab Middle East, MEDLAB, AACC, MEDICA, FIME.
Contact: Cindy Chen +86 13611825754 Hebe Zhu +86 15121131409
E-mail: chen_yh@lisoexpo.com, zhu_fl@lisoexpo.com
Skype: Cindylvqin
WhatsApp: +8613611825754
Tel: 08621-63042506
Fax: 08621-63042099
Headquaters: 19F, Nankai Building, No.1332, Lujiabang Rd. Shanghai City, China

